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LISTENING AND SPEAKING
I. Your teacher will read the passage 'The Little Red Hen'. Listen carefully and answer the
following questions.
Once upon a time there was a little red hen. It had three friends – a pig, a duck and a cat.
They all lived in the same house. But the little red hen was different from the friends.
The pig always got up late. But he wanted his meals to be kept ready on the table.
"Hey – you there ......." he called the hen.
"Get my meal ready."
"Ok, dear ! I will get your meals ready." said the hen.
The duck never used to do any work. She always made the place dirty.
"My dear little hen ! Will you clean up my place ? The duck requested the hen.
"Yes, my dear ! I will do that for you," said the hen.
The dog was always sleeping and never kept its bed tidy.
"Dear friend, will you make my bed tidy ?" asked the dog.
"Why not ? I'll do it for you."
After some days, the hen thought, "These fellows are being lazy. Will they ever do any
work ? I must do something."
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1) Who was not lazy ?

Ans.
2) What did the little red hen do with the grain ?

Ans.
3) Where did the little red hen take the wheat ?

Ans.
4) Do you think the little red hen finally shared the bread with her friends ?

Ans.
5) What lesson, do you think, the hen will teach them ?

Ans.
II. Look at the pictures and say how the rat escapes from the cat.

You may begin like this :
One day a cat saw a mouse. It jumped at it. The mouse was scared. It started running. First
it went ....
Ans.
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READING & RESPONDING
I. The pencil drew a lively picture of a cat. The mouse ran away looking at it. Draw your
own cat and describe it.

My cat is .......................... (size)
It is ............................... (colour)
Its name ....................................

II. Answer the following questions.
1) What is the most interesting thing about Rail Raja ?
Ans.
2) Where did the little red hen take the wheat ?
Ans.
3) Where would you like to go on a holiday trip ? Why ?
Ans.
4) Why did the mouse run away looking at the picture ?
Ans.
5) Who was not lazy ?
Ans.
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WRITING
I. Colour the picture and describe it.

Ans.

II. Asif's family was planning to go on a holiday. Each one wanted to visit different places
and do different things. If you get a chance to visit places, what places would you like
to visit ? Write them down. One is done for you.

Seashore
Visiting
Places
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III. Add lines to the following poem.
A) A table and a chair
Here is a fable
Of an old table
And of a chair
Who went for a fair.
As they reached the town
The chair bought a gown
The table bought a gun
And they had a great fun.
B) Now add a few more lines telling what the chair and table did.
The table and the chair

VOCABULARY
I. a) The little red hen made some sweet bread from the wheat flour. Now talk about various things
that you can make with wheat.
For example you can say,
I can make upma.
1)
2)
3)
4)
b) Share with your friends the steps that you take to make a chapati with wheat. Then write them.
One step is given here.
Take a cup of wheat flour.
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II. Fill in the grid with the words by using the clues given below. They are read the same forward
and backward.
1

Across
2) Language spoken in Kerala

2

3

5

4) Addressing father
5) Addressing a female

4

Down
1) We see with it
3) Telugu mother

GRAMMATICAL AWARENESS
I. The word unhealthy is opposite in meaning to the word healthy. As you can see we add
'un' before healthy to get the opposite of healthy.
Read the following paragraph.
Laxmi is reading a story book sitting in a train. It was very interesting. The story is
about a wise man. Just then, an old man came there. He was not able to carry his luggage.
He asked Laxmi's father, "Can you please help me ?" He helped the old man. The old man
felt very happy.
Now write the OPPOSITES of the underlined words using 'Un'.
Word

Opposite

DDD
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